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This communication details some of the functional enhancements included in version 6 of MyCredo.

1. Security Data and Pricing Feed
Credo has expanded the security data and pricing information that it receives from Bloomberg. This
enables us to vastly enrich the security information available within MyCredo and the security information
included in Investor reports. Additionally, portfolio screens now include ‘live’ 15-minute delayed pricing
when viewing portfolio information in MyCredo. Users are therefore no longer required to refresh screens
when viewing portfolios, as price updates will automatically feed through/update on relevant screens.

2. Modelling
Credo have improved the performance associated with Modelling, when rebalancing an account, portfolio or
group to a model. In addition, the User now has a choice whether to use ‘end-of-day’ or ‘15-minute delayed’
price when calculating rebalancing trades, this choice being dependent on whether other Investors need to
be rebalanced on a consistent basis.
Further improvements include additional flexibility when editing the list of suggested trades following a
rebalancing session, including the ability to adjust values and include additional securities.
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3. New Investor Report: Periodic Statement
Credo have created a new report pack, called Period Statement, designed to help our clients meet their
reporting obligations under Article 60 of the MiFID Delegated Act.
The Periodic Statement report pack includes a completely new, Trade Detail report. The Trade Detail report
provides a detailed breakdown of each purchase and sale that occurred during the specified period. Also
included are some amendments to existing reports:
 The Portfolio Turnover report has been amended to include a breakdown of total trading costs incurred
during the specified period. The totals are provided in the reporting currency of the account.
 A new column has been added to the Valuation by Sector to show any trading conditions (ex-div, cumdiv, etc.) in place on positions as at the report end date.

4. Login Screen
The implementation of an Identity Server enables Credo to comply with the latest security access standards
and provide distributed authentication between all our services (trading, modelling, etc.), thus enabling a
more secure and reliable user authentication process.
Please note that the login screen to MyCredo v6 has changed slightly, however the process of logging into
the system remains the same.
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